Scan the letters below. How many words can you find in 12 minutes?

Computers and the Internet

Below are 18 words and phrases that begin with the following letters: E-M-A-I-L

18 words ...12 minutes!

e-book  icon  insert
email  inbox  Internet
email address  insert  Internet cafe
email message  Internet
monitor  laptop
memory  log on
mouse  log off
attachment  link

How many hours a day are you on-line?
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Computers and the Internet

Below are 18 words and phrases that begin with the following letters: E-M-A-I-L

18 words ...12 minutes!

- e-book
- icon
- e-mail
- inbox
- e-mail address
- insert
- e-mail message
- Internet
- monitor
- Internet cafe
- memory
- laptop
- mouse
- log on
- attach
- log off
- attachment
- link

ATTACHMENT

■ How many hours a day are you on-line?
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